Helping companies access indexbased weather risk protection

What weatherXchange® does
weatherXchange believes that easy access to
weather risk protection is critical for businesses
which need to address earnings volatility or
uncertainty arising from weather. Businesses
that may benefit from hedging their weather
risk include those involved in agriculture,
energy , construction , retail, leisure and
tourism.

Summary


weatherXchange provides free-of-charge
access to weather data for purposes of
structuring a weather hedge.



weatherXchange provides a free
structuring wizard that assists with
building a weather hedge.



weatherXchange connects hedgers with
up to 10 Protection Sellers to obtain
competitive prices or with Broker-Advisors
for advice



Upon purchasing a hedge the hedger
receives access to Settlement Data and
optional Calculation Services (chargeable).

Who we are
weatherXchange Limited is part of the
Speedwell Weather Group, a major provider of
weather data and software to the weather risk
management industry since 1999.

Our Goal is to make weather risk hedging simpler by:






Providing access to free, high quality, worldwide weather data for structuring weather hedges
Providing free tools to help structure an appropriate index-based weather hedge
Introducing hedgers to multiple Protection Sellers for easy price comparison for no charge
Connect hedgers who need specialist advice or anonymity with Broker-Advisors
Making the process of tracking and settling a weather protection hedge easier

How it works:

Using the online
structuring wizard to
create a hedge that meets
your corporate needs.
Free access to thousands
of weather data sets.

Obtain pricing from
Protection Sellers or
contact Broker-Advisors
for assistance with the
hedging process.

After closing the hedge,
request Settlement Data
and track the deal.

After buying a weather
protection hedge, request
Calculation Service to
value the deal for internal
and / or regulatory
reporting.
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The process of structuring a hedge and obtaining pricing is easy...
Visit www.weatherXchange.com and click on “Client Portal” to obtain an immediate free login.
Use our wizard to guide you through the process of creating a suitable weather hedge for your
business. Our database contains thousands of weather stations around the world to work with.
If the site or area you need is not there, we will try to provide it on request.

Save your weather hedge structures to your secure account. These can be modified in the future
or reused as templates for new structures.

Send your saved hedge directly to the
Protection Sellers to obtain multiple quotes.

Send your hedge to a Broker-Advisor to
request consultancy and/or broking services.

Receive quotes directly from a range of
Protection Sellers. Decide whether to proceed.

Agree terms directly with Broker-Advisor.

Close the hedge directly with the Protection
Seller.

Close the hedge through the Broker-Advisor.

Once a transaction has been closed, you can purchase valuation, reporting and other posttrade services. These services can be requested on the weatherXchange Platform.

Settlement Data is weather data used to calculate the value of an index on which a hedge is
based. It is provided according to a Settlement Data Contract which defines the methodology
used for detecting any gross errors and missing data. A Settlement Certificate is provided to
ensure clarity on pay out. Settlement Data Services can be requested through the
weatherXchange Platform.
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